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   INTRODUCTION 

Portugal is an amazing country with so much to offer: wonderful wines, 
including the famous Ports, the very best in cuisine, ancient villages with cobblestone 
streets and best of all, the people. But one of the most genuine of Portuguese products is 
indeed the cheese.  

If you come to Portugal, you will certainly be impressed by the quality and 
variety of cheeses produced across in our country, as you can see in the map below. 
Whether made from sheep’s, cow’s or goat’s milk or even goat’s and sheep’s milk 
together, Portuguese very strong-flavoured and fragrant cheeses attract great 
appreciation.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



THE MOST FAMOUS PORTUGUESE CHEESE TYPES  

Since traditional Portuguese cuisine does not include cheese in recipes, cheese is 
eaten by itself before or after the main dishes together with a slice of traditional bread.  

 

 You can savour the handmade buttery soft SERRA DA 
ESTRELA cheese produced in the centre mountain region of the country, or a semi-soft 
pale yellow cured goat NISA cheese from the northern Alentejo region along with a good 
glass of wine for an unforgettable taste experience.  Thistle flowers are used in cheese 
making to give these two cheese types (NISA and SERRA DA ESTRELA) a special taste. 
 

 
               NISA Cheese maturing for 18 months            SERRA DA ESTRELA cheese 
 

 

  

Thistle flower used in cheese making 

 

 The cheeses of AZEITÃO, a product of a rural area located near 
Lisbon, and    SERPA, a very famous Alentejo cheese, go particularly well with a glass of 
port. Just one possible combination in the many ideal marriages between the cheeses 
and wines of Portugal.  



                             

AZEITÃO cheese 

 

    With a slightly sharper and somewhat spicy flavour 
comes the QUEIJO DA ILHA (Island cheese) which is made from crow’s milk and 
produced in the Azorean island of São Jorge and whose weight is somewhere between 8 
to 12 kilos. 

                

                 Rural landscape of the Azorean Island of S. Jorge                   QUEIJO DA ILHA (Island cheese) 

 

 

 

 

 

QUEIJO DA ILHA (Island cheese) 

 


